Graduate Student Colloquium
Department of Classics

Engineering Bldg, Room 311
Fridays 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
2/2, 2/9, 2/23, 3/22, 3/29

Please join us for brunch as our Graduate students share their research in a series of exciting presentations. All faculty and graduate students are welcome to attend.

Attend via Zoom: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/8243222092
SESSION 1  
Friday, February 2nd

DELANEY FISHER  
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology  
Quantifying Ceramic Grave Good Value and Elite Status in the Early Iron Age

GENEVA KARR  
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology  
Female Athletics in Ancient Greece

GARRETT HANSON  
Classics MA, Classical Philology  
Magi and Mystics: Zoroastrian Influence on the Derveni Papyrus

SESSION 2  
Friday, February 9th

NOAH SIMMONS  
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology  
Dark Age Inequality: Planning and Social Hierarchy at Early Iron Age Karphi, Crete

KAT MATTHEWS  
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology  
Social Agency: Banqueting Imagery on Greek Ceramics in Etruria

ALEXANDRA SMITH  
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology  
The Rise of Eileithyia in Ancient Greece
SAWYER JONES
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology
Practicing Philosophy: Athletic Training in Epictetus’ Discourses

CHARLIE DEARMORE
Classics MA, Ancient History
The Monster and the Lion

SAWYER JONES
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology
Pouring Shame or Pouring Fluid: Odyssey 22.462–7

DAVID DE SALVO
Classics MA, Classical Philology
Zeus is Dead! Euhemerism and the Tomb of Zeus

COLIN OMILANOWSKI
Anthropology PhD, Archaeology of the Mediterranean World
The Social Network of the Self: Constructing the Identities of Marcus Agrippa Across the Roman Empire

WE ARE STILL ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS FOR THIS DATE AND FUTURE SESSIONS!

Email delaneyf@arizona.edu or genevakarr@arizona.edu
LUKE GIUNTOLI  
Classics MA, Classical Philology  
Fraternal Strife among Statius’ Gods

CALEB HAMMOND  
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology  
Chasing the Seasons: Socioeconomic Variation in the Roman Hunting Calendar

ISABEL MATIAS  
Classics MA, Classical Archaeology  
Magic and Medicine: Evidence of Magical Practice at the Grave Sites of Victims of Disease

WE ARE STILL ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS FOR FUTURE SESSIONS. PLEASE EMAIL US AT DELANEYF@ARIZONA.EDU OR GENEVAKARR@ARIZONA.EDU